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Stephen Harper suited in benevolence

apologizes on behalf of a nation

curled words hang from his mouth

and slowly pull themselves out

into straight thin lines

ê-sîpi-kiskisiyân, I stretch my memory

to nimosôm, my grandfather

and his rupture from words

into the silence of cement buildings

filled with stiff, cold prayers

I wondered if nimosôm

could wear Harper’s words

clothed in benevolence

I wondered if these words

would help him find the quiet places

of rest, that so many souls

in dark sickness

could not

nôhta, my father, told me

“there is no way to say

sorry in Cree.”

“nimihtâhtân”

“I deeply regret something”

is all we can say

but how could the Prime Minister,

even if he wanted to,

regret something that he

was not directly part of?

how could he ask our forgiveness

when the pâstâhowina, transgressions,

of the schools

carved deep cuts into the skin
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of our bodies, our earth, kitaskinâw

festering, and clothing us

with a blistered blanket

“there were three boys,” nôhta itwêw

my father said

my mind became a monument

of their story

a place of commemoration

of their desecration

they had escaped from the school

into the open night

to catch the dreams of stars

they were caught

as they tried to find their way back

through askiy, the land

they were brought back

to the school

to be made an example of

whole school gathered

crumpled uniforms, shaven heads

no tears left to mourn

everyone was quiet

waiting to see what would happen

heads down, the three napêsisak

came into the room

no fabrics to cover them

no stars for the sky of their flesh

the napêsisak, covered their private parts

the priests, vested in self-righteousness

instructed the other children

that the three boys

should never had tried to escape

in front of all, the napêsisak

were whipped and slapped

with heavy belts

until the bodies were clothed
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with deep, heavy blood

from inside their skin

cuts on their skin became

railroad tracks upon their territory

horses of old eternal lakes

became blind, unable to move

they became cold and quiet

the priests put salt in their wounds

and continued to whip them

their blood poured

from the earth of their flesh

like the deep, troubled dream of Mistahi-Maskwa

on the eve of the legendary troubles

their hands loosened

they covered themselves no more

bodies limp, unable to hold the water

of old dreaming horses

they cried, unable to find comfort

“ê-kiskakwêyahk,” “we wear it”

nôhta itwêw

nimosôm always remembered this story

he was there when it happened

nôhta told me

that the words of apology

would have been empty to nimosôm

it is up to his grandchildren

his great-grandchildren

to take off the fabric of skin

of the schools

and put on new memories

to find the place

to dream the old, blue horses

of old, ancient waters

back to the surface
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